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"When plunder becomes a way of life for a group of men living together in society, they create for themselves
in the course of time a legal system that authorizes it and a moral code that justifies it."

Frederic Bastiat
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Join the online tax revolt and watch your avatar zip towards Washington.
The very first senior moment.
I guess this says a lot about the growing power of the Imperial Federal Government. An Oklahoma militia to
defend the state against federal infringement?
Barack Obama says that he is "still working" on democracy. That may explain a few things, seeing as democracy
is a dangerous form of government.
Barack Obama seeking to cement his legacy on the issue of reducing the world's nuclear weapons. But did you
know that George Bush reduced our US stockpile by 2/3rds? Where's his legacy?
"One cause of pessimism is that the U.S. economy is undergoing a fundamental change -- and it's unclear how
successful the transition will be." What are we transitioning to?
What happens when you cut government spending during a recession? History can give us that answer.
The give and take of politics .. take a look at this story from Chicago where the owner of an optical business
gives big bucks to political candidates and gets big bucks in return in the way of government business.
Senator Chuck Grassley says that Obama's budget is turning the United States into Greece. That is not a
compliment.
Two drug companies are considering leaving the UK (and taking the 5,000 jobs with them), blaming National
Health Service pricing and safety trial rules.
Looks like Hillary Clinton will not be a choice for Obama's Supreme Court appointment.
The logic behind the SEIU ...
Speaking of the SEIU, looks like the union is forming its own political party in North Carolina.
A school district in Oregon may consider cutting the school week to four days in order to save money.
Senator Chuckie Schumer said he would introduce legislation that would prevent airlines from charging a fee for
carry-on bags.
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Cristina Gonzalez and Laura Nunemaker assist in the daily preparation of Nealz Nuze!
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What others are saying
Sweet....
Way to go, Oklahoma! Maybe Colorado can jump on that as well. if we do, I'm on board!

And yes, we do need more nuclear weapons. I live by this philosophy....

You can have enough, but you can never have too much.
By Eric @ 04/13/10 02:48:52 PMreport abuse
well even the skools lissen to me.........
I've been sayin' for a long time that the parents should start their own neighborhood skools.......

now the unions and skool districts are makin' you do it......good for them!!!!
By butt neckid @ 04/13/10 02:37:19 PMreport abuse
oh crap!!!!!!!
4 days a week of skool.......crap!!! now I have to find a baby sitter!!!!!!for my soon to be dumber kid......

do I have it right???? less time in gubmint skools may be a good thing butt....they will have even less things to
learn like reedin' an' rithmatic....

and now.....where are they gonna be????...botherin' me while I drink beer, smoke my herbs and watch my
stories befo' oprah be on.......who's gonna feed 'em??????
By butt neckid @ 04/13/10 02:29:28 PMreport abuse
4 day school week
This would be a great opportunity for the parents. Neighborhood parents can get together and set up classes for
their children on those off days, let’s say two parents will take 10-15 children and teach them:
The constitution,
How businesses work,
How government fails,
How the education system fails them
The truth about their homework: mistakes in history
Teach American history: from the source not from interpretation

So how would this work? Parents will get together and decide where and who will teach, it will be rotational and
the parents must keep their commitment, but there will be a backup, stay home parents.
Over lapping, parents will take two consecutive Fridays off of work, this is for overlap, Parent A and B teaches
one week parents B and C the next, than C and D, Etc…

Parents that believe in individualism will get together to do this, as for the liberals, they don’t have the initiative
to do something like this because government isn’t involved.

maybe the parents will see that they can educate more in one day compared to the four government days and
pull them out.
Btw, does this mean their property taxes will go down also?
By Terry G @ 04/13/10 01:59:31 PMreport abuse
Talking Points
Bush never cared to 'cement his legacy', he wasn't concerned with other's opinions of him.

And regarding trying to pen a bill that prohibits fees for carry-on bags: we really have to put a limit on the
control. This reminds me of a passage in the "Road to Serfdom", by Friedrich von Hayek, where he goes over
the difference between sticking to set laws/rules, written ahead of time, that don't benefit any specific people,
or writing laws/rules to each individual situation at the time they arise. Scary!
By Shelly @ 04/13/10 01:28:53 PMreport abuse
Barry's still working on improving US democracy?
Geez, you'd think a constitutional lawyer would know the US is a republic.

Sigh.
By Jubilation T Cornpone @ 04/13/10 12:48:41 PMreport abuse
Check this out: Communists Sue Democratic Party For Stealing Platform
From the people's cube:
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http://thepeoplescube.com/red/viewtopic.php?f=3&t=5149

In a surprise move, the CPUSA (Communist Party USA) has announced a lawsuit against the Democratic Party
and its leadership for the alleged theft of intellectual property.
By ACE @ 04/13/10 11:17:53 AMreport abuse
SEIU Party
I thought the Socialist and Economic Idiot’s Union already had a political party called the Democratic Party. I
guess even the Democrats are not Marxist enough for them. I hope they form one here in Missouri as well. It
would be refreshing to see candidates actually preaching what they stand for, although I feel it will be wrapped
up in workers rights BS rather than central planning and confiscation of wealth. It will also siphon off votes from
Democrats so that the Bolshevik threat is that much less.
By Brian in Missouri @ 04/13/10 10:45:36 AMreport abuse
Official Militia in OK
I think it is a capital idea! Train them, let them arm and equip themselves, have them answerable to a chain of
command with an appointed commander by the legislature, or Governor. The militia can be a cheap
supplemental force to the National Guard. Might it set a stage for rebellion? Probably, but the founders intended
the federal government should be afraid that the people will rise up, drag them into the street and hang them if
they become dictatorial tyrants.
By Brian in Missouri @ 04/13/10 10:21:35 AMreport abuse
Fat People Should Pay More At Tanning Booths
Fat people use more of the UV Rays, so they should pay more.
By Steve @ 04/13/10 10:08:11 AMreport abuse
4 day week to save money
We are seeing this idea in so many places and it is completely foolish. It's pitiful that Americans tolerate it. I
homeschool, so I've already reconciled that I will have to pay taxes and receive nothing in return but for
everyone who actually expects a return on your taxes, you should be pissed.

Government is cutting one of the only services that virtually ALL taxpayers expect to receive in exchange for
their taxes without any reimbursement. But the money they "save" will go to pay for handout programs. They
aren't saving diddly, they are simply redistributing your money.

This is fundamentally wrong and illogical. Next year they will come to you asking for "just one more penny in
sales tax to build new schools for Johnny and Suzzy.", and once again, you will allow it. Foolish, foolish, foolish.
By Steve @ 04/13/10 09:45:03 AMreport abuse
Enough about nuclear weapons
I know conservatives hate reagan because he dealt weapons to iran, but stop hating on Obama for doing the
exact same plan as reagan for reducing nuclear weapons.

Do we really need more nuclear weapons than to blow up the world? oh yeah blow up the world 7 times that is.

I would prefer saving the money spent on nukes and getting tax cuts, but I am a liberal, where as
conservatives love spending money on the government like the military.
By Steve Rogers @ 04/13/10 09:17:33 AMreport abuse
Supreme Court Nominee
If he doesn't nominate R. Bork it will prove he is nothing but a left wing radical.
By Norm814 @ 04/13/10 09:14:39 AMreport abuse
fee for carry on bags....
While I DETEST fees for carry on bags, it is an Airline's decision to institute them.
Here is what I DO think that government has a right to do: demand truth in advertising. You cannot
legitimately charge a low price for a ticket for a cross country flight and not expect people to carry anything
whatsoever with them. They WILL have luggage of some type. So your ticket is not really just the price of
airfare. It is airfare, terminal fees, carry-on fee, etc. It is time that "truth in advertising" caught up with
airfares. It is time, when you book a ticket, that you be given an estimation of how much the flight will
ACTUALLY cost. Assume one carryon for a trip of less than four days, and an additional checked back for trips
greater than three days. Include all junk fees for the airports. Publish this price... along with their artificially low
price.

Like internet sellers who charge $10 for an item and $100 to ship, the current state of airfares need to be
"normalized" so that people can see that Spirit Air or anyone else is not playing on a level field when you look at
their ticket prices.
By rdh @ 04/13/10 09:04:47 AMreport abuse
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